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Late 19th-century Beirut and Cairo were capitals of Arabic literary production and press
activity. A period, oft deemed a nahḍah, that witnessed the advent of the novel form or
riwāyah in Arabic, this was also the moment of intensified French and British imperial
involvement in the region, and the concomitant industrialization of Beirut’s silk and
Egypt’s cotton markets. This article argues that, through the novels published in and
promoted through the region’s burgeoning private journals and newspapers, editors
and novelists revived the literary trope of the garden of knowledge as a spatial
metaphor for the Arabic reading public. While the 1870s in Beirut began as a hopeful
decade—the civil war of 1860 buried in the fortunes being made off Mt Lebanon’s
mulberry orchards—by 1890s Cairo these Edenic hopes were replaced by a sense of
melancholy in the face of rampant speculation, accumulating in the gardens of
Ezbekiyya. Reading two novels, Salım̄ al-Bustānı’̄s 1870 Al-Huyām fı-̄jinān al-Shām
and Jurjı ̄ Zaydān’s 1892 Asır̄ al-mutamahdı,̄ against the literary and press activities of
the Bustānı ̄ family’s Al-Jinān, Zaydān’s Al-Hilāl, Khalıl̄ al-Khūrı’̄s Hadıq̄at al-Akhbār,
Yūsuf al-Shalfūn’s Al-Zahrah, Muḥammad al-Muwayliḥı’̄s Misḅāḥ al-Sharq, and Fāris
Nimr and Yaʿqūb Ṣarrūf’s Al-Muqtatạf, this article offers a literary history of
speculation and capital for late 19th-century Arabic.
The Arabic private press and novel form emerged against the rapidly changing forms and
flows of late-19th-century capital—cultural, as well as financial and commodity. Both
critiquing and producing new habits of consumption, the early Arabic novel circulated
within and alongside a number of new Arabic journals and newspapers, read and
penned by both men and women. In 1870s Beirut, Salım̄ al-Bustānı ̄ serialized novels
in his family’s cultural journal Al-Jinān; the overtones were utopian if also marked by
an anxious uncertainty engendered in imagining an emerging reading public of
Arabic. By 1890s Cairo, however, as Jurjı ̄ Zaydān’s Dār al-Hilāl had now made some-
thing of a business of publishing novels, many in serial form, the contradictions inherent
in Arabic print capitalism1 accumulated in the speculative pleasures and dangers
afforded by new literary forms, with a newly gas-lit Ezbekiyya standing as a site of a
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literary counter-allegory of the nahḍah. The gardens of 1870s Beirut’s press and its serial-
ized novels, read against those of Zaydān’s 1892 novel Asır̄ al-mutamahdı,̄ evince conti-
nuity-in-rupture (to adapt a phrase from Roger Allen)2 in this early moment in the
history of the novel form.
In 1870, Beirut went from having one newspaper, Khalıl̄ al-Khūrı’̄s official Ottoman
Ḥadıq̄at al-Akhbār, to becoming a city with a number of important journals and newspa-
pers, publishing on trade, agriculture, industry, history, and science. In addition, 1870
witnessed some of the earliest original serialized riwāyāt,3 reviving al-Khūrı’̄s own
early foray into the genre in 1859 with Way—idhan lastu b-ifranjı ̄ (Alas, I Am Not a
Foreigner), serialized in Ḥadıq̄at al-Akhbār from 1859 to 1860. Riwāyah was the term
used in Beirut, Cairo and beyond in this period for Arabic prose narrative and plays,
regardless of length, generally followed by qualifying adjectives (tarık̄hiyyah pointing
to the historical; gharāmiyyah to the romantic; tashkhıs̄ịyyah to the theater; with ada-
biyyah delineating proper comportment, ethics, and increasingly a sense of our own con-
notations of ‘literary’).4 In 1859, al-Khūrı ̄ deemed his work a riwāyah; in 1870 Beirut,
riwāyāt were published in Butṛus al-Bustānı ̄ and his son Salım̄’s journal Al-Jinān, as
well as Yūsuf al-Shalfūn’s short-lived satirical journal Al-Zahrah, while in 1890s Cairo
Jurjı ̄ Zaydān would go on to inherit this literary project, deeming his historical novels
riwāyāt. The term riwāyah is more encompassing in this period than an English
‘novel,’ incorporating the orality of narration as Allen astutely points out, and indeed,
as will be argued below, reviving an even older etymology of the term.
The proliferation of periodicals in 1870s Beirut clearly indexes the production of a new
kind of readership,5 able to pay rather expensive subscription rates, as they became part of
a reading public extending far beyond the circles of male Beirutis that formed the core of
the literary and scientific societies of 1840s–1860s Beirut, among them Butṛus and Salım̄
al-Bustānı,̄ and Yūsuf al-Shalfūn6. The Bustānı ̄ family published not only Al-Jinān, but
also the trade journals Al-Jannah and Al-Junaynah, while the short-lived literary and pol-
itical journal Al-Naḥlah published briefly in the early 1870s. Later in the decade, Jamʿiyat
al-Funūn (The Society of theArts), founded in 1875 andmodeled after earlier literary and
scientific societies, would publish Thamarāt al-Funūn. Fāris Nimr and Yaʿqūb Ṣarrūf
would begin publishing their scientific and later also literary journal Al-Muqtatạf the
next year in Beirut, before relocating to Cairo in 1884.
In the 1870s and for years to come, Arabic journals such as the Bustānı ̄ family’s highly
regarded Al-Jinān and Nimr and Ṣarrūf’s Al-Muqtatạf would be sent by post to readers
living not only in Beirut, but in Mt Lebanon, Damascus, Baghdad, Cairo, Alexandria,
Yafa, Tunis, and eventually Calcutta, Paris, London, New York, Rio and Buenos Aires.
AlthoughAl-Jinān in its first years published lists of those who had paid their subscriptions,
it was anything but clear to the editors and authors of the time who precisely their readers
were, what kinds of formal and informal literary educations would inform their reception
of the new riwāyāt, and how this burgeoning reading public wished to imagine both the lit-
erary and themselves. Journals were read and re-read, both silently and aloud, by members
of households and networks of friends connected through a literacy inArabic, including not
only fathers and sons, but the educated mothers and daughters so debated in the Arabic
press’s early years, not to mention the many literate servants who frequently appear in
novels from this period, as well as those standing at the thresholds listening in.
In 1870, Adelaide al-Bustānı ̄ (daughter of Butṛus, and sister to Salım̄)7 published a
short story entitled ‘Hanrı ̄wa Amıl̄iyā,’ which was serialized over two issues of Al-Jinān.
This fascinating two-installment riwāyah, like several of Salım̄’s own (not to mention
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Alf laylah wa-laylah), featured a scene of cross-dressing, suggesting both a hope and an
anxiety about gender and mobility. ‘Hanrı ̄ wa Amıl̄iyā’ ends with the author leaving
behindher characters—the gendered anxiety nownarratively resolved in one of thosemar-
riages so popular in 19th-century fiction—to address the readers of Al-Jinān:
If there are some ladies joining the gentlemen in readingAl-Jinan [the gardens],
the gentlemen deserve to have something of the fine, fair pen of the ladies and –
ha – the gate of al-Jinan is opened to the ladies.8
There is a pun here, as the title of the journal Al-Jinān is played upon as so many gardens
awaiting ladies and their pens.9
Indeed, all of the journals so farmentioned in this article play upon this garden theme—
there are the gardens of Al-Jinān, the paradise-like garden of Al-Jannah, and that little
garden of Al-Junaynah, all curated by their gardeners, the Bustānı ̄ father and son,
having joined Hadıq̄at al-Akhbār, the official garden of Ottoman news, and publishing
alongside the flower of Al-Zahrah, and later joined in the fertile field of the Arabic press
by the bee of Al-Naḥlah, and those fruitful arts and choice clippings discussed in
Thamarāt al-Funūn and al-Muqtatạf. Reviving a long tradition of figuring compendia of
literature and knowledge as gardens,10 the serialization of riwāyāt in their pages annexes
an older etymology for the novel, one Allen treats in passing: ‘the Arabic word riwāya is
[… ] an etymon with a very ancient history. The primary meaning of this root is “to
convey water.”’11 As irrigation and sea travel were remaking the region’s economies,
increasingly monocultures—Beirut’s of silk, Cairo’s of cotton—in the pages of the bur-
geoning Arabic press ran riwāyāt.
The sense that writing in the new journals of the early Arabic press was something like
being in a garden was a notion that Adelaide’s father Butṛus al-Bustānı ̄ had pursued in
the initial announcement of his journal Al-Jinān. Circulated in late 1869 and bound as
the first page of the first year of Al-Jinān, a sense of both belatedness and hope—
sentiments that provided part of the affective sensibility of the Nahḍah—marks
Butṛus’s vision for Al-Jinān:
Our language remains without a medium among the great media to spread
general knowledge, which includes scientific, literary [adabiyyah], historical,
industrial, commercial and civil, in addition to literary pieces and anecdotes,
as takes place in foreign countries. Its uses for all [li-l-khāsṣ ̣ wa-l-ʿāmm] are
evident due to its being a means to encourage general knowledge and
strengthen its support among the public [al-jumhūr]…Among these gates we
open a gate to the possessors of knowledge and a space in which the pen of
the skillful among possessors of the pen might circulate.
We have decided to place our trust in God to bring the aforementioned goal
into being by publishing a newspaper in the Arabic language entitled Al-Jinān
(the plural of jannah) encompassing the stated benefits, [flowing] from our pen
as well as the pens of those who wish to present us with precious selections orig-
inal or translated in the fields previously mentioned.12
This garden trope, aside from the inspired accident of the Bustānı ̄ family name, indexes
a utopian imagining of what the Arabic press and its readers could be that was deeply
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constitutive of the early years of the nahḍah. When the Christian–Druze war and ensuing
massacres of 1860 had receded to become an earlier generation’s nightmare—and before
the silk industry had repeatedly disappointed Syrians, before the British had bombarded
Alexandria and then occupied Cairo, before the Ottoman empire and the Khedival state
had gone bankrupt, indeed before the contradictions of finance capital and industrialized
textile production centered in French and British banks, factories and department stores;
the orchards, filatures and brokerages of Beirut and Mt Lebanon; and the cotton fields,
ginneries and commodity and stock exchanges of Egypt had become broadly legible–
was a moment when the Arabic press in Beirut was flooded with hope and idealism, in a
sense a mark of everything that still needed to be negotiated by authors, editors and
their readers. In this Edenic early moment in Beirut’s press, the gates of the gardens
stood open to readers who wished to pick up the pen.
Butṛus’s announcement forAl-Jinān,motivatedbyapedagogical felt need to spreaduseful
knowledge li-l-khāsṣ ̣wa-l-ʿāmm, is marked by the accumulating accretions of definitions of
what kind of knowledge is useful. Because if this appeal was to a need, ‘as takes place in
foreign countries’ for more scientific, industrial and commercial knowledge, something
that print capitalism’s newspapers were seen as uniquely poised to provide, it simultaneously
pledged to provide this emerging reading public—not just al-khāsṣ ̣ but also al-ʿāmm—with
the sorts of knowledge that might be found in the long tradition of Arabic adab anthologies,
with their emphasis onorganizing selections ofpoetry andprose basedoncategories that cor-
responded to the social contexts and topics of discussion and composition in which they
would be put to use. Adab in 1870 Beirut contained both the broader, older sense of
edified, courtly comportment, aswell as our present, narroweruse ofadab tomean literature.
Indeed, the tradition of adab anthologies is doubly relevant here: from its first page,
Al-Jinān emphasized the practical use of knowledge in a manner akin to the adab anthol-
ogy; while its very title could be read as continuous with the titles ofmany adab anthologies
with their play on the gardenof knowledge and its fruits.One could look also to the poets or
theSufis13 in tracing themultiple genealogies of these nahḍawı ̄gardens.Consider thework
of AbūMansụ̄r ʿAbd al-Malik b. Muḥammad b. Ismāʿıl̄ al-Thaʿālibı,̄ an anthologist, critic
and author writing in the shadow of Arabic prose’s ascendancy in the 10th century.Tatim-
mat al-Yatım̄ah andThimār al-qulūb fı-̄l-muḍāf wa-l-mansūb attest two examples of not just
an interest in gardens on a descriptive level (which abounds in classical Arabic works of
poetry and prose), but of the garden and its fruits as a trope for literary production. In
the former, something of a sequel to his anthology Yatım̄at al-dahr, al-Thaʿālibı ̄ justifies
this continuation of al-Yatım̄ah in Tatimmah, announcing that ‘it comprises witty, rare
coinings and anecdotes, more pleasurable than the early basil and fresh aromatic
flowers.’14 In Thimār al-qulūb, as Bilal Orfali notes, al-Thaʿālibı ̄ borrows from the poet
Abū al-Fatḥ al-Bustı,̄ in a self-deprecating ‘presentation of a supposedly inferior book’:15
Do not condemn [me] when I present to you the choicest from your [own]
venerable sciences or bits from your [own] literary arts
Indeed, the gardener presents to the owner the precious produce from his
[own] garden by virtue of his service.16
Al-Khūrı,̄ the Bustānıs̄, Nimr, Ṣarrūf and many other nahḍawı ̄editors would continue in
this metaphor, playing the role of ‘the gardener’ offering readers ‘the choicest from your
venerable sciences or bits from your literary arts.’
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Of course, there is a much older tradition of the garden at work here as well, one that
resonated both in the singular jannah as well as in Butṛus’s pluralization of it into jinān.
Not only does this evoke notions of al-jannah as paradise—be it one of Eden or the after-
life—but in the compulsion to tether al-jinān to this particular singular noun al-jannah,
an anxiety is betrayed as to the other meanings lurking in the root, which elicits not only
idyllic gardens, but also affairs of the heart, rapture, madness, and the jinn.
One of the primary meanings of the root j-n-n is to cover, hide, or make dark, and it is
to this sense that Butṛus turns in the sixth volume of his encyclopedia Dāʾirat al-maʿārif.
The entry for the fully voweled jannah begins: ‘al-jannah in language is the garden
[al-ḥadıq̄ah] containing palms, trees and plantings [bustān] and it is called that because
it shades or covers the land with its shadow.’17 Moving from these earthly shadows,
Butṛus next turns to ‘earthly paradise’ (al-firdaws al-arḍı)̄, or the Garden of Eden, invit-
ing his audience to read more about Eden under the letter ʿayn. Butṛus composed this
encyclopedia, beginning with alif and dying in 1883 while at work on the seventh
volume, well before reaching the letter ʿayn. Neither would his son Salım̄ live to see
the Eden of Dāʿirat al-maʿārif, dying the next year at the young age of 37 while at work
on the eighth volume, as his brothers Najıb̄ and Nasıb̄, and their cousin Sulaymān inher-
ited the earthly responsibility of defining Eden. By 1898, nearly finished with the letter
sạ̄dd, Sulaymān had finally found a publisher for the still incomplete, still Eden-less ency-
clopedia, announced for purchase through Jurjı ̄ Zaydān’s Maktabat al-Hila ̄l, located in
Cairo.18
After Eden, Butṛus continued in the entry on al-jannah to note that ‘in all religions’ al-
jannah is the paradise that awaits the righteous after death. He goes on to describe both
the ‘spiritual, mental’ conception of paradise among Christians, as well as the more
material, sensory garden awaiting Muslims.19 This sense of al-jannah as a paradise to
be pluralized resonates with the only word in this entry written in Latin letters:
‘paradis-e,’ with its curiously hyphenated final letter ‘e’ straddling French and English.
Naming his new journal Al-Jinān, already a plural, alongside his other newspapers
Al-Jannah and Al-Junaynah, Butṛus invited a disparate readership to imagine the
garden as a plural, heterogeneous space, the necessity for the individual reader of
staking a claim to a particular vision of the garden momentarily elided. Staged in its mul-
tiplicity, the gardens of the early Beirut press interpolated readers perhaps partial to quite
different notions of what al-jannah could be, offering the plural as (I am arguing) in the
end a rather fragile, ephemeral figuring of the private Arabic press’s early moment, con-
taining within itself the inevitability of a fall, and the specter of death in the plural, which
haunted the Nahḍah from its fraught beginnings.
The immediate history of this utopian moment of elision can be located in the after-
math of the events of 1860, as Beirut went from being a minor port city eclipsed by
ʿAkka to the south, to a refuge for those fleeing the violence on the Mountain and in
the hinterland. It was also the site of French intervention in the conflict and its aftermath,
which witnessed French capital penetration in an industrializing silk economy increas-
ingly subject to fluctuations of the world economy. As concerned about the carnage as
the silk harvest of 1860, gone up in flames, over the course of the booming 1860s in
Beirut, French and Syrian industrialists and bankers found in Beirut, and its surrounding
mulberry orchards and growing infrastructure of finance capital and filatures, the hope of
a more reliable source for raw silk cocoons and thread than the French silk industry could
provide, increasingly destabilized as it was by blight and labor strikes in the south of
France. A local bourgeoisie grew in wealth and influence, owners of many of the lucrative
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filatures and mulberry orchards if also indebted to French banks and local financiers and
brokers who financed the purchase of silk eggs through a sophisticated silk futures
market, dependent on accurate information and on honing new kinds of literacies as
they navigated a now globally connected, capitalist world textile market.
Immediately prior to the 1870 periodical boom, new educational institutions appeared
—such as Butṛus al-Bustānı’̄s al-Madrasah al-watạniyyah or the National School
founded in 1863, and the Syrian Protestant College founded in 1866 by American
missionaries—and Université Saint-Joseph would be founded only a few years later in
1875 by French Jesuits, many of whom, like their American missionary counterparts,
were avid readers of Arabic. There was a persistent sense in Beirut from the late 1860s
and through the 1880s that the path to progress and civilization, the oft-professed
desire that lends the nahḍah its hopeful teleology, was a path that would bury the haunt-
ing nightmare of 1860 in gardens of useful knowledge and profit-bearing mulberry orch-
ards. The readership of the Beirut press of course extended far beyond that growing
Mediterranean port city and its concerns over the silk trade, reaching to the banks of
the Nile and Euphrates, and the shores of the Atlantic and beyond.
As Al-Jinān saw the end of its first year, its editors invited readers to imagine the con-
tours of the gardens of literature to come. An announcement read:
It is by His great might and the protection of those overseeing important
matters that Al-Jinān’s first year nears its end. We have attained much more
than we had foreseen in terms of achievement and success, and that is the great-
est proof of the progress of the Arab nation [al-ummah al-ʿarabiyyah], under the
protection of the Sublime Porte, ever advancing to a fine stage in the stages of
the age of civilization and knowledge, for many have entered the gardens of lit-
erature [ jinān al-adab] and useful news by spending glittering gold and the
essence of precious time in reading newspapers and writings built upon the
foundations of truth and integrity and a lack of bias. Due to that, and to it
being evident that those seeking Al-Jinān are many and that the majority of
this year’s subscribers will be renewing their subscription, we have decided to
continue to send Al-Jinān this coming year to all those who do not request
that we stop doing so. That is to say that we are not requiring those who
wish to renew their subscription to request that in writing or orally, but
rather asking those who do not wish to renew their subscription to be so kind
as to let it be known so that we can sunder them from Al-Jinān. And we
request those who wish to subscribe for the coming year among those who
have not subscribed this year be so kind as to let that be known before we
enter our second year in order that we may know how many copies to print
each time. And finally we ask God to grant them health and success and a
long life of many years for He sees and hears and His response is just.20
There are two ways, then, in which one can be sundered from that hopeful space of
Al-Jinān: one can inform the editors of a desire not to subscribe, to not participate in
spending ‘glittering gold and the essence of precious time in reading newspapers and
writings’; or one can be sundered from these earthly gardens of the future by death,
by the hope of a ‘long life of many years’ being thwarted by the divine, in an eerie
augury of the far too early death of Salım̄, whose hand may well have penned these
words. This curious subscription policy contains within itself the possibility that those
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whose last year on earth had passed, although sundered by death, might nevertheless be
receiving subscriptions to Al-Jinān, haunting the gardens of the future.
The afterlife of these decades in Beirut would haunt a future Ezbekiyya after midnight,
a counter-allegory in a melancholic mode21 that cannot be understood without lingering
a moment longer in the gardens of Beirut, and considering the changing fate of the mul-
berry orchards of Mt Lebanon. In the late 19th century, Beirut’s architecture went
through a considerable change, as social historians Nada Sehnaoui and Leila Tarazi
Fawaz chart in their studies of late-19th-century Beirut.22 As both scholars note, the
bourgeoisie, many of whom comprised the audience for journals such as Al-Jinān,
were increasingly building homes modeled on the Italian villa, with large picture
windows surrounded by gardens. The whole idea was predicated on seeing and being
seen, and in this sense was a radical departure from the courtyard-centered style of build-
ing traditionally favored in the region. These changes in architecture might bring to mind
Timothy Mitchell’s discussions of vision, space and perspective in Colonising Egypt, a
book indebted to the earlier work of Janet Abu Lughod on the city of Cairo, and
indeed these echoes will become quite important to a reading of the Ezbekiyya of Jurjı ̄
Zaydan’s 1892 novel Asır̄ al-mutamahdı.̄
The garden as a cipher for a journal and its readers for a moment managed to straddle
competing imaginings of the garden and its connotations. The garden could be that
secluded space of the courtyard and its orange trees and fountain, or the gardens sur-
rounding the bourgeois homes being built in not only Beirut’s Zuqāq al-Blat ̣ but also
Cairo’s new quarters, with carriages and their passengers rolling by and taking in the
view. Or, yet again, it could be the public gardens appearing in cities throughout the
region, joining more informal spaces on the edges of cities such as Beirut, Damascus
and Cairo, where families, friends, and would-be lovers might while away their days
and later evenings, and where Salım̄ set an early scene in his first serialized novel,
al-Huyām fı ̄ jinān al-Shām (Love in the Gardens of Damascus).
In the first installment of the novel, Salım̄ writes his character Wardah, with a book in
one hand and a rose in the other, into these eponymous gardens of Damascus with a
group of female friends in 1868. While Wardah wishes her friends could enjoy their
‘free time reading useful, literary (adabiyyah) books concerned with promoting the
causes of civilization and knowledge and improving morals and strengthening the
mind,’23 we as readers are left to wonder whether this novel we have just begun, or for
that matter the journal in which it is serialized, is the sort of writing Wardah has in
mind. Our vantage point on this scene is through the gaze of our male narrator
Sulaymānwho, having already followed thesewomen to the gardens at the edge ofDamas-
cus,wanted at the beginning of the second installment, published in January of 1870, to get
still closer so as to better hear one of their voices. ‘And yet,’ he said to himself:
I was afraid that they would become aware of me, and so would run away from
me and leave this garden [ḥadıq̄ah]… then I saw a grove of young trees behind
which I could hide from their sight even as I could both hear and see them. So I
advanced to a place behind that grove, and, using its branches to hide me from
their eyes, I sat on the ground. My heart was beating like one fearful the sky
would fall upon him.24
As Salım̄ al-Bustānı ̄ enframes it, our perspective on this scene of women whom we can
‘both hear and see’ is enabled by the shading branches of this ‘grove of young trees.’
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Our narrator, ensconced behind this shading grove, confesses: ‘I felt as though I was in
the Garden of Eden.’
The young women are discussing how best to spend their money and their time. As
Wardah praises ‘useful, literary [adabiyyah] books,’ Ḥawāʾ, a fallen Eve in the Bustānı ̄
gardens, is revealed, despite her father’s wealth, to be not only illiterate but far too
fond of alcohol and make-up. Not much better in Wardah’s estimation is her
friend Suʿadā, an avid smoker25 and a rebellious reader interested only in being enter-
tained by the likes of Abū Nuwās, and who, if ‘she had thought a given book would
be of true use’ to her, ‘would not have allowed herself to read it.’26 The garden is
from the beginning then figured as both idyllic and yet also surprisingly hazy and
intoxicating, abetted by the shade of trees not unlike those that would appear in
the jannah of Daʾirat al-maʿārif, an accumulation of ambiguity indexing debates
over the dizzying changes rapidly reshaping the literary and economic, as well as com-
peting visions of women’s public roles in this moment. While these young women are
briefly returned to a utopian vision of the garden and the press when the gardener
(al-bustānı)̄ presents the women with its fruits, which they ate and then ‘rose
[nahaḍna] and went for a walk in the garden [al-bustān],’ our male narrator’s ‘gaze
never wandered from Wardah.’27 A utopic garden into which women readers were
invited is already, and perhaps always, troubled, and with the passage of time it
appears only more so.
Sulaymān, the wealthy protagonist of al-Huyām fı ̄ jinān al-Shām who hides in this early
garden scene behind a grove of trees, is revealed in issues 15 and 16 to himself be one of
the many silk financiers profiting off Beirut’s and Mt Lebanon’s mulberry orchards. He
explains his finances to the novel’s enframing narrator:
My hands did not hold at that time a single dirham because my money was in
the hands of the brokers. I am not saying that I practiced usury, far from it, for I
hated the usurers or those who give the poor what would cover their needs and
take from them much. Rather I had placed my money in the hands of those
whose presence had been made necessary by the present organization of the
world which has bound all that you have in the world together with commercial
[tijāriyyah] relations. For they take the money from those in ease in order to
widen the operations of those that, despite their being of easy circumstances,
need an extension of money in order to fulfill their commercial [tijāriyyah]
operations at a specific time, such as during the days of the harvest, in order
to increase the amount they buy so as to increase their gain and facilitate
trade [tijārah] by taking papers acknowledging the given amount in a given
place in order that they collect their value at a later time than in the time in
which they paid their amount and in a place other than the place in which
they arranged them before. Exposing themselves to the calamities that might
be produced by a lack of these pieces of paper standing in for the money that
they paid for them.28
The narrative’s allusion to ‘calamities’ references the considerable risk involved in specu-
lating in the silk harvest not only for the brokers but also for their financiers, such as
Sulaymān. While lenders attempted to secure their future returns through the guarantee
of ‘pieces of paper standing in for money,’ it is understood that in the event of a disas-
trous silk harvest, all might be lost.
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Al-Jinān’s report on the locusts that had been ravaging the mulberry groves in its 10th
issue, published in mid-May 1870, was no doubt met with some hope by those whose
assets were tied up with the year’s silk harvest. It read:
The high degree of determination that was demonstrated and continues to be
demonstrated by the government of [Mount] Lebanon and its inhabitants in
annihilating the locusts [ jarād] calls for the thanks and gratitude of all.
Because were it not for this determination then the locusts would have
destroyed the Mountain and the rest of the country.29
The installment of al-Huyām fı ̄ jinān al-Shām that appeared in this issue of Al-Jinān
recounted the fate of Sulaymān and his entourage of foreigners after their first battle
with Beduin forces following their sightseeing visit to the ancient city of Tadmur
(Palmyra). While they thought that they had perhaps escaped, in fact an enormous
army returns and captures them, placing the group in confinement ‘after they had
stripped us [ jaradūnā] of most of our clothes’30 (ba’d an jaradūnā min akthar malābisinā).
Thirteen pages earlier in the same issue, readers of Al-Jinānmay have been comforted by
the efforts expended in fighting the armies of locusts ( jarād). Yet the Beduin army that
returns to capture the protagonist of al-Bustānı’̄s novel along with the rest of his group
metaphorizes the feared fate of the silk harvest, laying it bare as it were. The reader recog-
nizes the multiple layers of this metaphoric operation, not only at the level of unfolding
events but also at the linguistic level, through the repetition of the root j-r-d, to strip or lay
bare: the army of Beduin ‘stripped’ ( jaradū) the protagonist Sulaymān and his foreign
friends of their fine clothes, just as the ‘locusts’ ( jarād) laid bare the mulberry trees.
The next issue of Al-Jinān makes plain this defeat, directing its readers to the economic
downturn that is expected:
it is thought that the price of silk this year will not exceed the middle point, for it
is heard that the harvests in Europe and especially in France were very good. It
is the nature of these losses to stop the gears of trade (tijārah) which turn when
the steam of the harvest’s quality moves them.31
The Edenic imagined space offered by the burgeoning private Arabic press, envisioned
in its early Beirut years as a garden of literature and knowledge, was predicated on the
necessarily ephemeral, strategic vagaries of a utopia of editors, writers, and readers.
The cultivation of this garden served also as a refuge, a position from which to register
an enduring critique of the increasingly uncertain, anxious, dystopic habits of specu-
lation that were financing and profiting off the region’s mulberry orchards and silk
markets. The gardens of Damascus in novels of 1870 give way to the anxiety governing
Beirut’s markets and the European economic capitals to which the cities of the region
were increasingly tethered.
As Tarek El-Ariss underscores, Aḥmad Fāris al-Shidyāq wrote his 1863 Kashf
al-mukhabbaʾ ʿan funūn Urūbā from London. For Shidyāq, London’s smoke-filled
business district is both the locus of his literary production and the center of financial
speculation: ‘in one institution alone, one could find up to 500 traders and 1000
brokers.’ ‘It is in this unhealthy place,’ laments Shidyāq, that he ‘was destined to write
this book. Not in Italy’s green meadows or Damascus’s elegant gardens.’32 In
London, as in Beirut, ‘Damascus’s elegant gardens’ and the utopian imaginings they
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engendered are subsumed by the contradictions of the world economy as the century
nears its end. Anterior gardens—of paradise, of Damascus—are briefly imagined
spaces set apart from the capitalist economy that was increasingly knitting Beirut and
Cairo into a 19th century with its finances centered in London, and its commodity
capital, as Walter Benjamin would have it, in Paris.33
In 1892, one of Al-Jinān’s most famous readers began to publish a literary scientific
journal in Cairo. Later acknowledging his own indebtedness to the journals of 1870s
and 1880s Beirut,34 with a passing mention of Salım̄ al-Bustānı,̄ Jurjı ̄ Zaydān also that
year announced his early novel Asır̄ al-mutamahdı ̄ (a title we might translate as ‘The
Captive of the Self-Made or So-Called Mahdı’̄) for purchase in book form in 1892 in
the fourth issue of his Cairo-based journal Al-Hilāl.35 Inheriting Beirut’s literary genea-
logies in a city with a rich cultural scene of its own, the plot of Asır̄ al-mutamahdı ̄ at times
seems overwhelmed by the proliferation of the Arabic press, and a staggering preponder-
ance of gardens.36
The novel is prefaced by a brief ‘historical introduction’ in which Jurjı ̄ Zaydān
acquaints the reader with the tremendous changes that had occurred in Cairo as of
1878, the year in which the novel begins. Focalizing on Khedive Ismāʿıl̄ and his
desires to make Cairo ‘a piece of Europe,’ we are told of Ismāʿıl̄’s efforts to:
Open [ fatḥ] modern streets and establish new, organized quarters, following
which were established thousands of homes and palaces and gardens
[ḥadāʿiq] outside the original city, and wide, new streets were lined with trees
on both sides, and the entire city was illuminated with gas, and its night
became like its day and it grew in elegance and luxury, and public places in
the city increased especially around the garden of Ezbekiyya.37
A few lines later, Zaydān describes a diverse crowd, wrapt by the spectacle of military
music being played each evening beneath the gaslights in Ezbekiyya. Zaydān addresses
the reader in the second person—wa-kunta idhā dakhalta al-ḥadıq̄ah bi-l-masāʾ—inform-
ing him that ‘if [he] visited the garden by night,’ he would find those wearing ‘the Arab
turban, the Ottoman tarbūsh, the Persian qāwūq, and the foreigner’s hat.’38
The first line of the novel reads:
On Shāriʿ al-ʿAbbāsiyyah in 1878 there was a house built in the modern style
like the other moderns homes there, but it was among the least grand and
wide of them, and it had a simple small garden [ḥadıq̄ah] that looked out
upon the modern street shaded with ficus trees planted on both sides.39
This is the home of our protagonist Shafıq̄, to which his parents anxiously await his
return. He has, for the first time, stayed out past dark. Just before his mother Suʿadā
turns to her window overlooking this ‘simple small garden’ and the ‘modern street
shaded with ficus trees planted on both sides’ to worriedly pass the time until her
son’s arrival, she announces to her husband her desire to share with Shafıq̄ an article
she had been reading in Al-Muqtatạf. Shafıq̄, it is widely thought, will soon be chosen
by Khedive Ismāʿıl̄ to study in England.
The Syrian émigré households that provide Asır̄ al-mutamahdı ̄with its protagonists are
avid readers of the Arabic press, and fathers, mothers, sons, daughters and servants share
a particular predilection for reading periodicals published by Syrian émigrés in Egypt or in
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the Beirut they left behind, including not only Al-Muqtatạf, but also Al-Ahrām, Al-
Latạ̄ʾif, and Lisān al-Ḥāl.40 Mother and daughter are also prolific letter writers, and
yet their letters frequently do not make it to their destination or are read by unintended
audiences, obliquely registering a sense that women’s writing was not making it to its
audience; this would be partially remedied in 1892 when the first women’s journal
Al-Fatāt began publishing in Cairo41.
This is not a novel of 1870s Beirut, however, but rather one that is haunted by the
city’s past. Shafıq̄’s mother Suʿdā had been distracting herself from other worries as
she read Al-Muqtatạf that evening. Thinking that her son was already home and in his
room ‘reading newspapers or something else,’42 she herself had been anxious for the
time to pass until midnight, the appointed hour when her husband would reveal the con-
tents of a small box he had kept hidden since their wedding. Shafıq̄’s mother now ‘for-
getting or appearing to forget that matter of the box’—a box that will be revealed in
the novel’s closing pages, in the mountains above Beirut, to contain a bloody secret of
the family’s Syrian genealogy and its flight to Cairo—Suʿdā ‘looks out the window not
diverting her gaze from the street’43 as the hour strikes ten o’clock, and then eleven.
Her husband’s efforts to comfort her, telling her ‘there is no need to worry,’ that ‘the
city is safe, and the streets are not empty of pedestrians until after midnight,’ and that
‘perhaps Shafıq̄ went with his fellow students to Ezbekiyya garden to listen to the melo-
dies of military music,’ fail to calm her heart.44
While the space of the garden in early 1870s Beirut, imagined through Damascus’s
gardens, temporarily elided debates that would persistently trouble the future of the
Arabic press, in Zaydān’s Asır̄ al-mutamahdı,̄ the Ezbekiyya of 1870s Cairo reads at
first as an entirely un-Edenic space, as everything that had threatened Beirut’s gardens
with a fall. In this novel, Ezbekiyya is the site of illicit midnight encounters of would-
be lovers behind the backs of their fathers, aided by a well-dressed literate servant.45
And it is where our protagonist Shafıq̄ is tricked into drinking his first cognac by his
undeservedly dear friend ʿAzız̄, in a coffeehouse in Ezbekiyya ‘set up for dancing and
singing.’ When they arrive at this cabaret, Shafıq̄ looks around him and sees:
People in groups and alone drinking and singing and laughing, some of them
swaying with delight at the sound of song, while another calls out at the top
of his voice ‘āh, kamān yā sitt’—again my lady—while others toast and drink
to one another.
Shafıq̄ looked at his friend in shock saying ‘Where are we ʿAzız̄?’46
It seems in this evening Ezbekiyya that we are somewhere far from Eden, and that the
press and the novel have been reconfigured as a critique of a disorienting garden, des-
tined to persistently connote intoxicated states, a sense of rapture, and the promise of
romantic encounters.
Yet before we dismiss this 1870s Ezbekiyya as entirely un-Edenic, we might skip ahead
a few years to the first 1896 issue of Al-Hilāl, in which a curious Najıb̄ Effendı ̄ Shāmı ̄
al-Ṣaydalı ̄ asks Al-Hilāl:
What was the tree from which our grandfather Adam ate in paradise [al-firdaws]
and due to which he was sundered [from the garden] and which the Bible calls
the tree of good and evil but does not mention by name.47
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It is presumably Zaydān who responds in the name of Al-Hilāl to offer two rather
straightforward answers: that many believe it was an apple or another sweet, delicious
fruit, or that ‘the story [ḥikāyah] of this tree is symbolic.’ But then Zaydān offers a
rather different account, one that harmonizes far more with Ezbekiyya after midnight
than we might have expected. For Zaydān throws out the possibility that this ‘tree was
among the elevating or intoxicating trees that now grow in some parts of India and
Africa,’ reminding his readers that ‘all that can be said about [the tree] is in the realm
of guess and conjecture.’48
Not that long before the events of the novel, in fact, Ismāʿıl̄’s Ezbekiyya had itself been
a garden ‘in the realm of guess and conjecture.’ Previously a pond fed by diverted Nile
waters, by 1866 Ezbekiyya and the surrounding area were drained and filled in, ready for
a wave of city planning inaugurated by Ismāʿıl̄’s 1867 trip to Paris, as he envisioned a new
Cairo in which to host the Suez celebration. Returning to hire ʿAlı ̄ Pasha Mubārak as
Minister of Public Works, maydāns were planned throughout the city, with their
formal plantings joining new streets newly lined with trees in a vision of Cairo as a
grand, modern city of boulevards and parks. As Janet Abu Lughod tells us, just prior
to the opening of the Suez in 1869:
Ismāʿıl̄ imported the French landscape architect—Barillet-Deschamps—whose
work he had admired in the Bois de Boulogne and Champs de Mars and com-
missioned him to redesign Ezbekiah as a Parc Monceau, complete with the
free-form pool, grotto, bridges and belvederes which constituted the inevitable
clichés of a nineteenth century French garden.49
Beyond the public garden of Ezbekiyya and the gardens surrounding the new homes
being built in Cairo along streets like Shāriʿ al-ʿAbbasiyyah, gardens abound in Asır̄ al-
mutamahdı,̄ tracing a geography not unlike Zaydān’s own from 1883 to 1887.50
During those years, Zaydān left Beirut; at first for Cairo planning to continue his
medical studies at Qasr al-ʿAini, although he would soon head to the Sudan as an
interpreter for the British, before eventually returning to Cairo, where he would found
Al-Hilāl. The many gardens he charts in Asır̄ al-mutamahdı,̄ one of the first novels he
advertised in Al-Hilāl, read sequentially as Zaydān’s geography in reverse, save, of
course, the gardens of Paradise (al-jannah) that are mentioned in one of the Mahdı’̄s
sermons to his army in Sudan. There are Ezbekiyya and the gardens lining the new
streets of Cairo, some of which we have already seen; the gardens of Qasr al-Nuzhah
in Shubrah, where Khedive Ismāʿıl̄ and later Tawfıq̄ would go for weekly strolls; the
gardens of Khartoum; the green gardens of Beirut; the garden overlooking the Mediter-
ranean at Dr Nūn’s Beirut home (who we are told was a former member of the Syrian
Protestant College medical faculty); the Ḥamıd̄iyyah public garden in Beirut by the
police station; and the gardens in Mt Lebanon that are overlooked by the village of
ʿĀlayh.51
Serializing a chain of gardens, reaching back from Ezbekiyya to the gardens of Beirut
and Mt Lebanon, a geography connected by the Nile, Suez and Mediterranean emerges.
This not only traces Zaydān’s life itinerary, but also plots the centrality of bodies of water
to the flow of commodities, literary strategies and empires for Cairo as for Beirut, and for
the riwāyāt by now flooding the Arabic press and book markets. Bodies of water are
central to the events of the riwāyah at hand, Asır̄ al-mutamahdı.̄ Plans to attend the
opening of the Khalıḡ ultimately unravel, with Shafıq̄ finding himself in Ezbekiyya well
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past sunset, having attended for the first time part of a performance of a French play at
the new Opera. When they first arrive at the Opera, ʿAzız̄ asks Shafıq̄: ‘Would you be
amazed if I told you that Khedive Ismāʿıl̄ built this and furnished it in five months?,’
going on to detail the debts Ismāʿıl̄ incurred as he ‘prepared to fête the opening of the
Suez Canal,’52 which is used later in the novel to carry the British to the Red Sea as
they embark on their Sudanese expedition.
Indeed, a centerpiece of Khedive Ismāʿıl̄’s new Cairo was the area around Ezbekiyya.
When Khedive Ismāʿıl̄ came to power in 1863, Egypt had been at the height of a cotton
boom, with prices high given the unavailability of American cotton during the Civil War.
Turning the tools of irrigation to hydraulic city planning, from 1866 the Ismāʿıl̄iyyah
canal diverted water away from what had previously been the pond of Ezbekiyya. The
next year, Ismāʿıl̄ visited Paris, a trip that left a deep imprint on him as he began to con-
ceive of a new Cairo to host the opening of the Suez Canal; even as the price of Egyptian
cotton collapsed, the war in America now over. The debts Ismāʿıl̄ incurred in these years
remain infamous, and were an augury as to how French and British finance would inform
the coming shape of Egypt’s cotton industry, increasingly producing high-quality cotton
fiber, now an industrial input calibrated to the needs of British textile factories, and the
speculations of London’s brokers and traders. These changes accrued in the garden of
Ezbekiyya, pointing again to the cultivation of gardens as un-agricultural, un-industrial
utopias. Ezbekiyya was in fact an Eden of contradiction, in an Egypt increasingly knitted
into a capitalist world market governed by habits of speculation, hope and anticipation
with an eerie knack for disappointment.
Even as it posed questions about the remainder that was to come, Zaydān’s Asır̄
al-mutamahdı ̄ was not serialized in Al-Hilāl, and indeed the serialized novel form
charted an uneven course in the pages of Al-Hilāl. It was not until the journal’s fourth
year (1895/96), when Zaydān serialized Armānūsah al-Misriyyah, set in the distant past
during the Arab Islamic conquest of Egypt, that novels were serialized in each issue of
the by then fortnightly Al-Hilāl, a publishing practice Zaydān would later abandon.
The year 1895 was also one in which calamities caused by caterpillars wreaking havoc
on Egyptian cotton and Syrian silk crops regularly appear in scientific announcements
and more politically minded editorials in Al-Hilāl. Yet, unlike Salım̄ al-Bustānı,̄ in
whose historical novels his own contemporary Beirut would repeatedly make an appear-
ance in authorial asides, Zaydān increasingly distanced his novels from the economic
hopes and crises of turn-of-the-20th-century Cairo. The economic seemed determined
to overwhelm the novel form, however, because in the year Zaydān serialized
Armānūsah in Al-Hilāl the increase in subscriptions came as a shock to Zaydān,53 point-
ing to the material concerns governing novel production that unsettled even as they
founded the Edenic gardens of the nahḍah.
The novel, it would seem, was a business, something the serialized novel dramatized
with its suspenseful anticipation of ‘the remainder to come.’ The habits of speculation
that novels published in late-19th-century Beirut and Cairo both echoed and fostered,
harmonized to a surprising degree with other un-Edenic habits being debated in the
Arabic press, such as prostitution, masturbation, the imbibing of intoxicants, gambling,
and funding capitalist ventures with promissory notes and the promises of others. If the
late-19th-century Arabic press was revenantly figured as gardens of knowledge coursing
with riwāyāt, it likewise depended on the habituation of addiction and speculation among
readers in their other, thoroughly material role as subscribers. The indelible commercial
taint that inheres not just in the Arabic novel, but indeed in a far longer history of
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storytelling stretching back at least as far as popular story cycles such as A Thousand and
One Nights, would continue to haunt Arabic literature for many years, and under other
empires to come.
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Notes
1. The phrase is Benedict Anderson’s. Anderson, Imagined Communities.
2. Roger Allen calls upon literary historians of Arabic narrative to ‘investigate continuities
alongside ruptures’ in a move away from the ‘developmental model’ he sees epitomized
‘in the way in which Muḥammad Ḥusayn Haykal’s novel, Zaynab, has been evaluated.’
Allen, ‘Rewriting Literary History,’ 253.
3. The term in this period is decisively riwāyah, offering further evidence of the limits of
Charles Pellat’s claims to the novel being qisṣạh in Arabic. On this point, see Allen,
‘Narrative Genre and Nomenclature,’ 213. Riwāyāt in Arabic are figured as generic
equivalents to the European literary production being translated, albeit not without
their differences, both historically and otherwise. Readers of the late nineteenth
century as well as our own contemporary moment could take this as an invitation to
reconsider how Arabic inherits both the European novel and that genre’s own indebted-
ness to Arabic popular story cycles, and most especially Alf laylah wa-laylah. Rastegar,
‘Literary Modernity,’ 359. See also Rastegar, Literary Modernity. For more on Salım̄ al-
Bustānı ̄ and Jurjı ̄ Zaydān as early Arabic novelists, see Sheehi, Foundations of Modern
Arab Identity; and Moosa, Origins of Modern Arabic. Fiction.
4. On the changing status of adab, see Allan, ‘How Adab Became Literary.’
5. See Holt, ‘Narrative and Reading Public.’
6. For the proceedings of the Syrian Scientific Society, mailed periodically in the late 1860s
to members, see Khuri, Āʿmāl.
7. Profuse thanks are due to Christine Boustany, Nora Boustany, Kamran Rastegar and
Christine Lindner for their help in locating biographical information regarding
Adelaide. In Holt, ‘Narrative and Reading Public,’ I suggested that Adelaide may
have been a pen name used by Salım̄ al-Bustānı ̄ to encourage women readers to
write. Adelaide was in fact real, ‘Hanrı ̄ wa Amıl̄iyā’ standing as her only published
riwāyah.
8. Adelaide al-Bustānı,̄ ‘Hanrı ̄wa Amıl̄iyā,’Al-Jinān 13 (1870): 407.
9. Marianah Marrāsh responded to Adelaide al-Bustānı’̄s invitation to enter the gate of
Al-Jinān and seconded her call: ‘Let us then gird ourselves with wisdom and under-
standing, and robe ourselves with true politeness and meakness, and be crowned with
the flowers of the “jenan” of knowledge now open to us.’ Translation from Jessup,
Women of the Arabs, 163.
10. See some of the titles listed in Orfali, ‘Sketch Map of Arabic Poetry.’ I am indebted to
Bilal Orfali for his research and guidance on an earlier Arabic tradition of cultivating
gardens of knowledge.
11. Allen, ‘Narrative Genre and Nomenclature,’ 211.
12. This and several other excerpts cited in the body of this article will be included in an
anthology of Nahḍah texts currently in translation. El-Ariss, The Arab Renaissance.
13. Consider Abū al-Ḥasan ʿAlı ̄ b. al-Ḥasan al-Kirmānı ̄ al-Sır̄jānı’̄s (d. ca. 470/1077) Kitāb
al-Bayāḍ wa-l-sawād min khasạ̄ʾis ̣ ḥikam al-ʿibād fı ̄naʿt al-murıd̄ wa-l-murād, an anthology
of Sufi anecdotes that includes the following: ‘Some of the poor said: If you see a poor
[man] leave his food know that he has succumbed to thought, and if you see him return
to it know that he is in the garden of knowledge [ḥadıq̄at al-maʿrifah].’ Orfali and Saab,
eds. Sufism, Black and White, 154.
14 E. M. Holt
14. Quoted in Orfali, ‘Art of the Muqaddima,’ 189.
15. Ibid., 194.
16. Quoted in Ibid., 193–194.
17. B. al-Bustānı,̄ Dāʾirat al-Maʿārif, 559.
18. ‘Dāʾirat al-Maʿārif li-l-Bustānı.̄’ al-Hilāl 7, no. 1 (1 October 1898), 24. Jurjı ̄ Zaydān
would include Dāʾirat al-Maʿārif among his footnoted sources in historical novels
such as Fatāt Ghassān (serialized in al-Hilāl’s fifth year, 1896/97).
19. Ibn Jubayr, a Muslim traveler from al-Andalus visiting the gardens of Damascus in the
late 12th century, is quoted to have said: ‘By Allah, they spoke truth who said,
“If Paradise be on earth it is Damascus without a doubt; and if it be in Heaven, Damas-
cus is its earthly counterpart and equivalent.”’ Quoted in Lehrman, Earthly Paradise,
190.
20. ‘Al-Jinān,’ Al-Jinān 1, no. 22 (1870): 686–687.
21. For more on allegory, melancholy and finance capital, see Baucom, Specters of the Atlan-
tic, especially Chapter 8.
22. Sehnaoui, L’occidentalisation de Beyrouth; and Fawaz, Merchants and Migrants in Beirut.
23. S. al-Bustānı,̄ ‘al-Huyām fı ̄ jinān al-Shām,’ Al-Jinān 1, no. 2 (January 1870): 59.
24. Ibid., 56.
25. See Sheehi, Foundations of Modern Arab Identity, on smoking in the works of Salım̄
al-Bustānı.̄
26. S. al-Bustānı,̄ ‘al-Huyām fı ̄ jinān al-Shām,’ Al-Jinān 1, no. 2 (January 1870): 60.
27. Ibid., 61.
28. S. al-Bustānı,̄ ‘al-Huyām fı ̄ jinān al-Shām,’ Al-Jinān 1, no. 15 (1870): 479; and Al-Jinān
1, no. 16 (1870): 506.
29. ‘Jabal Lubnān,’ Al-Jinān 1, no. 10 (1870): 300.
30. S. al-Bustānı,̄ ‘al-Huyām fı ̄ jinān al-Shām,’ Al-Jinān 1, no. 10 (1870): 313.
31. ‘Wilāyat Sūriyyah,’ Al-Jinān 1, no. 11 (1870): 326.
32. El-Ariss, Trials of Arab Modernity, 64.
33. Benjamin, ‘Paris.’
34. See the fourth volume of Zaydān, Tārık̄h ādāb al-lughah al-ʿarabiyyah, written in 1914.
35. Muʾallafāt Jurjı ̄ Zaydān,’ Al-Hilāl 1, no. 4 (December 1892, first edition): 192.





40. Notably, Al-Jinān does not make the list.
41. On women writers and the Arabic press in late 19th-century Egypt, see Baron, Booth
and Cannon; Syria, see Zachs and Jessup.
42. Zaydān, Asır̄ al-mutamahdı,̄ 12.
43. Ibid., 14.
44. Ibid., 12.
45. In this respect, Asır̄ al-mutamahdı ̄ stands as a literary augury, and a rather subdued one
at that, of Ezbekiyya at the turn of the century in Muḥammad al-Muwayliḥı’̄s Ḥadıt̄h ʿIs̄ā
ibn Hishām aw fatrah min al-zaman, first published serially in al-Muwayliḥı’̄s Misḅāḥ
al-Sharq from 1898 through the end of the century, with the first book edition appearing
in Cairo in 1907. See in particular chapter, twenty-four in al-Muwayliḥ Ḥadıt̄h ʿIs̄ā ibn
Hishām on the umdah in the garden, and his ensuing late-night escapades in the taverns,
clubs and theater encircling the garden of Ezbekiyya. Allen, A Period of Time.
46. Zaydān, Asır̄ al-mutamahdı,̄ 20.
47. ‘Shajarat Ādam,’ Al-Hilāl 4, no. 9 (1 January 1896): 341.
48. Ibid.
49. Abu Lughod, ‘Tale of Two Cities’, 444.
50. See Zaydān, Yawmiyyāt riḥlah baḥriyyah.
51. Zaydān, Asır̄ al-mutamahdı,̄ 39; 89; 109; 119; 121; and 145.
52. Ibid., 22.
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53. See his introduction to his third serialized novel. Zaydān, Fatāt Ghassān, Al-Hilāl 5,
no. 1 (1 September 1896).
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